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ABSTRACT
FACTORIZATION IN HARDY AND NEVANLINNA CLASSES
Seçil Gergün 
M.S. in Mathematics 
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. lossif V. Ostrovskii 
August, 1999
We find conditions under which the factors of a function belonging to Hardy 
or Nevanlinna class also belong to the corresponding class.
The basis of our method is the theorem on the representation of a function 
harmonic in the upper half-plane by Poisson integral under much less restrictive 
conditions than previously known.
Keywords: Poisson integral, Blaschke product, Hardy class, Nevanlinna 
class.
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ÖZET
HARDY VE NEVANLINNA SINIFLARINDA 
FAKTORİZASYON
Seçil Ger gün
Matematik Bölümü Yüksek Lisans 
Tez Yöneticisi: Profesör Doktor lossif V. Ostrovskii
Ağustos, 1999
Hardy ya da Nevanlirına sınıflarına ait fonksiyonların çarpanlarının da ilgili 
sınıflara ait olmalarının koşullarını buluyoruz.
Metodumuzun temeli, bilinen teoremlerden daha zayıf koşullan olan, 
yukarı yarı-düzlemdeki harmonik fonksiyonların Poisson integrali biçiminde 
gösterilmesi ile ilgili teoremdir.
Anahtar kelimeler: Poissçn integrali, Blaschke çarpımı, Hardy sınıfı, 
Nevanlinna sınıfı.
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C hapter 1
Introduction  and statem ent o f  
results
The classical factorization theorems in Nevanlinna and Hardy classes ([2], 
C h.ll, [5], Ch.8 , [6], Ch.VI) are well-known and have plenty of applications 
in Complex Analysis and Functional Analysis ([2], [5], [6], [11], [7]). In 1985, 
l.V. Ostrovskii [9] proved a factorization theorem in the Hardy class 
of quite different kind. This theorem was a basis of his solution [9] to the 
problem of extension of the Titchrnarsh convolution theorem to the measures 
with unbounded support.
The aim of the presented work is to extend the mentioned theorem of 
[9] to wider classes than №°{C+). The base of such extensions is a new 
theorem on repre.sentation of a function harmonic in a half-plane which may 
be of interest by its own.
Let us recall the neccssa.ry definitions and state the results of this work 
in detail.
Recall that the Hardy class 0 < p < oo, consists of all functions
/  analytic in the upper half-plane C+ and satisfying the condition
/ 00 \f{x + iy)\^dx < 00.
The class /f°°(C+) consists of all functions analytic and bounded in C4.. 
The factorization theorem proved in [9] is the following.
T H E O R E M  A. Let h ^ 0  belong to //°°(C+). Assume that h =  gig2 where 
gi and g2 are anahjtic in C4. and satisfying the conditions:
I) There is a sequence {r*;} "f 00 such that
sup{|ifi(2:)| +  \g2{z)\ : \z\ < r, Im z  > 0} < expexp{o(r)}, r ta; t  oo·
(1.1)
II) There is an / /  > 0 such that
s»ip{ki(-2)| +  \92{z)\ ; 0 < Im2: < H] < co.
Then there are real constants ki, k2 such that gj{z)e'’^ ^^  G IT^{C+), j  =  1,2.
To state our main result, recall that the Nevanlinna class is the set of all 
functions /  analytic in C+ such that log |/ |  has positive harmonic majorant 
in C_|_. The connection between the Nevanlinna class and the Hardy classes 
IP (C ^) is the following. Each /P (C + ), 0 < p < oo, is a subclass of the 
Nevanlinna class. On the other hand, each function of the Nevanlinna class 
is a quotient of two functions of 
Our main result is the following.
T H E O R E M  1. Let /¿ ^  0 belong to the Nevanlinna class. Assume that 
h = g^g2 where g\ and g-2 are analytic in C^ . and satisfying the conditions:
I) There is a sequence r^ t  ^  such that
/ log"*" |(7i (re'* )^| sin < exp{o(r)}, r = ta |  oo.
Jo
II) There is an H > 0 such that
/
(X)
1 +t^
■dt < oo, j  = 1,2. ( 1.2)
Then both gi and g2 belong to the Nevanlinna class.
The following corollary is immediate.
CORO LLARY 1. Let h ^  0 belong to for some p, 0 < p <
oo. Assume that h = g\g2 where pi, g2 are analytic in C+ and satisfying 
the conditions I) and II) of Theorem 1. Then both gi and g2 belong to the 
Nevanlinna class.
The next corollary can be derived from Theorem 1 with the help of 
Phragmen-Lindelof principle.
CO RO LLA RY  2. Let ^ ^  0 belong to LT^{C-^). Assume that h = g^g2 
xuhere g\ and g2 are anahjtic in C^_ and satisfying the conditions:
I) There is a sequence |  oo such that
[  log·^  \gi{re'^) \ sin OdO < exp{o(r)}, r = rj,^ oo. (1.3)
Jo
II') There is an H > 0 such that
siip{|.9i(^)l + \92{z)\ : D < \m z  < H] < oo.
Then there are real constants kj, ¡^ 2 such that gj[z)e^^^^ € j  = 1,2.
Evidently, the condition (1.3) is less restrictive than (1.1), and moreover, 
it relates to only one but not both of functions g\,g2- That is why Corollary 
2 contains Theorem A.
The condition I) in Theorem 1 (in Corollary 2 also) cannot be weakened 
even by replacing o(r) by 0{r). This will be shown by examples which we
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consider at the end of chapter 5. Also the condition II) in Theorem 1 cannot 
be weakened by replacing it with
3 // > 0 . sup r  + ,  = 1.2, (1.4)
o<.i<n J-oo 1 + |f|
for some a > 2. This will also be shown at the end of chapter 5 with other 
examples related to the sharpness of Theorem 1.
The base of the proof of Theorem 1 is the following theorem on represen­
tation of a function harmonic in C+.
T H E O R E M  2. Let u be a function harmonic in C_|_ and satisfy the folloxuing 
condition:
There exists > 0 sxLch that
sup
\u{t -h is)\ 
0 <S<H  J - o o  l  +  r
dt < oo. (1.5)
Then u admits the representation
di'(t)
“ ("> = f / - I ( x - l ) ^  + v ^ + ^ W ’ " = " + ·! '€  (1.6){x -  t y  -f 1/2
'where u is a Borel measure on R satisfying
d
7-00 T
\u\{t)
< oo
-oo 1 - |-
and U is a function harmonic in the whole plane C satisfying U{x) =  0,
X e R.
This theorem can be compared with the following well-known result:
Let w be a function harmonic in C+ and continuous in C+. If
|u(OI
/ - o o  1 + f :dt < OO, (1.7)
then u admits the representation
7T J  — (X
u[t)dt
+ U(z) (1.8)(x -  i)2 +  1/2
where i/ is a function harmonic in the whole plane C .satisfying [/(x) = 0, 
X 6 K .
Sure, for u haxmonic and continuous in C^., our condition (1.5) is more re­
strictive than (1.7). Nevertheless, in Theorem 2 we do not assume any kind 
of continuity in C^ _. This is important for the application to the proof of 
Theorem 1. Moreover, Theorem 2 had other applications [3] related to gen­
eralizations of the Titchrnarsh convolution theorem to collections of linearly 
dependent measures.
One can expect that, if we weaken the condition (1.2) in Theorem 1 by 
replacing it with (1.4), then we can show that gi and Q2 belong to some class 
wider than the Nevanlinna class. To state our result in this direction we 
recall some more definitions and known results.
Let {zn} be a finite or infinite secjuence in C+ satisfying the condition
This condition is called the Blaschkt condition. Let us form the finite or 
infinite product
B{z)
z — I T T  k n  ~f~ M ^
-1-1 z — ~z ^zni^ i ^   ^ ^kZ
where m is the number of ZnS equal to i. A product of such kind is called 
a Blaschke product iormed by {zn}· It is known ([6], Ch.VI C ) that for any 
sequence {zn} satisfying the Blaschke condition, the corresponding Blaschke 
product is uniformly convergent on each compact subset of C+ and hence
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represents an analytic function in C+ satisfying \B{z)\ < 1, z G C4.. We 
recall ([7], p.l02 ) that zeros of any function of the Nevanlinna class satisfy 
the Blaschke condition. Moreover ([7], p.l04 ) the Nevanlinna class can be 
described as the class of all functions admitting the representation
f{z) = B{z)e i{k\z-\-k2 ) exp
l^ TTt J-c
1 + tz
-dv{t) > , (1.9)
-00 [t — z){\ + B)
where B  \s ^ Blaschke product, k\ and k.2 are real constants, and z/ is a 
real-valued Borel measure on K satisfying the condition
d\u\{t)
f <  00.
Our result is the following.
T H E O R E M  3. Let a function h ^  0 belong to the Nevanlinna class. Sup­
pose that h — g\P2 where the functions g\ and g-i are analytic in C+ and 
satisfying the following conditions:
1) There exists a sequence r^ 1 00 such that
f  log·*· \gi{re '^^)\smOdO <  exp {o(r)}, r =  f  00.
Jo
II) There exist a  > 2 and H > 0 such that 
r·  ^ log·*· \gj(t + is
sup
0<S<H 'f-00j: 1 + \i\°‘
Then gj admits the following representation
f i r '  (i + '- ) ’
dt < 00, j  = 1,2. ( 1. 10)
( 1
.9.7(^) =  Bj{z)e^^ ^^ '^> exp < — /
TTl J - c-00 { t - z ) { l  + t^)^
where Bj is the Blaschke product formed by the zeros of gj, Pj is a real 
polynomial luhose degree is not greater than 9 + 1 and Uj is a real-valued 
Borel measure satisfying
d\i/j\{t)
J—(X) 1 -f-
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< 00.
Comparing (1.9) and (1.11), we see that the class of functions of the form 
(1.11) is wider than the Nevanlinna class. The class of functions (1.11) was 
firstly considered by R. Nevanlinna [8]. Later on, it was used by N. Govorov 
[4] in connection with the Riemann boundary problem with infinite index. 
Note that Theorem 1 is not contained in Theorem 3, because for 7 =  1, the 
condition (1.10) is more restrictive than (1.2).
The base of the proof of Theorem 3 is the following theorem on represen­
tation of a function harmonic in C+.
T H E O R E M  4. Let u be a function harmonic in C+ and satisfying the 
following condition:
There exists or > 0 and H > 0 such that
\u{t -h ¿s)| ^sup / ---;--------- dt < OO.
0< s< H  J - o o  1 -h 1^ 1“
Then u admits the representation
{ l + t z Y
u{z) = -  r  I m |
7T J - o o  [ I
where q = [c^ ]; ^ is a Borel measure on R satisfying
d\iy\{t)
di/{t) + U{z), ( 1.12)
yoo d
T + \t\-
< OO,
and, U is a function harmonic in the lohole plane C satisfying (J{x) = 0, 
X G R.
Comparing (1.6) and (1.12), we see that (1.6) is a particular case of (1.12) 
with 7 = 1 .  Nevertheless, Theorem 2 is not contained in Theorem 4 by the 
similar reason as we indicated in connection with Theorem 3.
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The presented work is organized in the following way. In the chapter 2 
we recall the necessary definitions and state (without proofs) known results 
which we will use in the sequel. Chapter 3 contains the proof of Theorem 
2. In the chapter 4 we prove two auxiliary results needed for the proof of 
Theorem 1. Chapter 5 contains the proof of Theorem 1 and its corollaries 
1 and 2. We also consider there examples related to sharpness of Theorem 
1. Finally, the chapters 6 and 7 contain the proof of Theorems 4 and 3 
respectively.
Chapter 2
Prelim inaries
In this chapter we recall some definitions and results which we will need in 
the sequel. The material of sections 2.1 and 2.2 is taken from [2], ch .ll, [5], 
ch.8, [6], ch.VI. The material of section 2.3 is taken from [2], ch .ll, [6], ch.VI, 
[7], ch.l4. The material of section 2.4 and 2.5 are taken from [7], ch.24, [10], 
ch.3 and [1], ch.5 respectively.
2.1 Poisson integral
The function
P{x, y) = -  2 = -Im  , Z =  x ^ i y
' K X ^ - \ - y ^  7T \  Z /
where C+ := {z : Im^ > 0} is called the Poisson kernel for the upper 
half-plane.
Here are the main f)roperties of Poisson kernel:
• P{x,y)  is harmonic in C+.
• P{x,y)  > 0 , z = x + iy e C^.
f ^ o o  P ( ^  -  2  =  a; + ¿2/ € C+.
/¡t-x|>A ~  as 2/ —> 0+, X G R for any A > 0.
y 1• P { x - t , y )  = - \ m - ^
■K t — Z 7T \t ~  i
The following theorem is well-known.
i € R, z — X -{■ iy ^
THEOREM  2.1. Let v be a a-finite (complex-valued) Borel measure on 
satisfying the condition
r°° d
7-00 T
\u\{t)
-^dt < oo.
Then the integral
/ oo
P{x — t, y)dv{t)
-O O
( 2. 1)
is convergent (in the Lebesgue sense) for any z = x-\-iy £ C4. and represents 
a harmonic function in ,
The integral (2.1) is called the Poisson integral of the measure u.
If the measure u is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue mea­
sure and
/(0  =
du
dt
then the integral (2.1) can be written in the form
/ OO, P{x -  t ,y)f{t)dt
-O O
( 2 .2)
and is called the Poisson integral of the function f .  The Poisson integral 
of ./■ is well-defined for any Lebesgue measurable (complex-valued) function 
satisfying
roo I /■('/'ll
(2.3)r  <
J —oo 1
oo.
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We will need the following theorem.
THEOREM  2.2. Let f  be a function continuous on R and satisfying (2.3). 
Then the Poisson integral (2.2) is harmonic in C+ and continuous in C+ 
under agreement uft) =  /( i) , i 6 R.
We could not find this theorem in the literature therefore we will derive 
it from the following well-known result.
THEOREM  2.2f I f f  €. iy°°(R), then its Poisson integral represents a 
harmonic function in C+ and
'“ (^) ^  fi^o) as z to (2.4)
for each continuity point to of f .
P roof of Theorem 2.2: The harmonicity of u immediately follows from 
Theorem 2.1. To prove (2.4), we choose R = 2\to\ -f 1 and set
/ r (() := f(t)x[-R,R]{l), f ' ‘{t) := f ( t )  -  fn il). (2.5)
dien
/ oo rooP {x  -  t ,y)fn{t)dt+ /  p {x  -  t ,y) f^{t )dt  = : R{z) +  l 2 {z).
-OO J  — oo
By Theorem 2.2' we have I\{z) —> / h(¿o) = f{to) a.s z —>■ to. To complete the 
proof we need to show that /2(2) -V 0 as 2 —> to- For l z - t o l < ( l t o l  + l ) / 2, 
|/| > R = 2|¿o| + 1, we have
+ 1 \t\ + l\ t -  z \ > \ t -  to| -  \to -  z \>
Hence,
m
7T J\t\>R \t -  z\'^i
dt < U
7T J\t
i6 |/(0 l
|i|>R P -f 1
( 2 .6 )
dt —> 0 as z —> ¿0· d
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2.2 Blaschke product
Let {zn} be a finite or infinite sequence from C+satisfying the condition
E lm Zn
This condition is called the Blaschke condition. Let us form finite or infinite 
product
B(z) =
Z — I \ z l  -\- l \ z -  Zn
n
where rn is the number of equal to i. A product of such form is called a 
Blaschke product iovmed by {z^}. The following theorem is well-known.
THEOREM  2.3. For any sequence {zn} satisfying the Blaschke condition, 
the Blaschke product formed by {zn} is uniformly convergent on each com­
pact subset of C^ . and, hence represents an analytic function in C+ such that 
\B{z)\ < 1, z £ C_^ .. Each Zn is a zero of B , with multiplicity equal to the 
number of times it occurs in the product, and B has no other zeros in C^..
2.3 Hardy classes and the Nevanlinna class
The Hardy class 0 < p < oo, is the class of all functions /  analytic
in C+ and satisfying the condition
/ OO \f{x + iy)\^dx <
-O O
OO.
0 <y<^yo J - o o
By //°°(C^_) is denoted the set of all bounded analytic functions in C+.
The following factorization theorem is a standard tool in the theory of 
classes.
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T H E O R E M  2.4. Let f  ^  0 be a function belonging to (0 < p <
oo). Then the zeros of f  satisfy the Blaschke condition and f  admits the 
following factorization
i \z )  = B{z)g{z), ^ e C + ,
where g is a non-vanishing function of and B is the Blaschke product
for the upper half-plane formed by the zeros of f  in C+.
A function /  analytic in the upper half-plane is said to belong to the 
Nevanlinna class if log |/| has a positive harmonic majorant in C+. It is 
known that each H^{C+) 0 < p < oo is contained in the Nevanlinria class.
This class of functions is closely related to the as the following
theorem shows.
T H E O R E M  2.5. Let f  be a function analytic in C+. Then f  belong to the 
Nevanlinna class if and only if f  can be written in the form  F1/E2, where 
Fj, j  =  1,2, belong to \Fj{z)\ < 1, z G C+, j  =  1,2 and F2 does
not vanish in C+ .
This theorem and the previous one allow us to conclude the following.
C O RO LLA RY  2.1. Let f  ^  0 be a function belonging to the Nevanlinna 
class. Then the zeros of f  satisfy the Blaschke condition and f  admits the 
following factorization
J{z) = B{z)F{x), x € C + ,
where F  is a non-vanishing function of the Nevanlinna class and B is the 
Blaschke product formed by the zeros of f  in C+.
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The following theorem gives a complete description of the Nevanlinna 
class.
T H E O R E M  2.6. The Nevanlinna class consists of functions representable 
in the form
I 1
f{z)  =
I tz
-du{t)  ^ ,
-o o  {t — z)(l  +  P)
where B  is a Blaschke product, ki and ¿2 real constants and u is a real­
valued Borel measure satisfying the condition
d
7-00 T + r
We will use the following result of [9] several times.
T H E O R E M  2.7. If a function Q ^  0 belongs to //°°(C+), then for any 
K > 0
p  lo g + |l/Q (i+  is)| ^ 
sup / --------^ --------at < oo.
0 < s< K  J - ‘x> 1 -\-r
Using Theorem 2.5, we derive the following corollary from Theorem 2.7.
CO RO LLA RY  2.2. If a function Q ^  0 belongs to the Nevanlinna class, 
then for any K  > 0
|logsup J
0<s<I\ •>'-00 I + T
-dt < oo.
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2.4 Carlem an’s and Nevanlinna’s formulas
The following integral formula is called the Carleman’s formula. It connects 
the modulus and zeros of a function analytic in C+. This formula has im­
portant applications in the theory of entire functions (see, e.g. [7], Ch.24).
T H E O R E M  2.8. Let F be a function analytic in the region {¿r : 0 < p < 
\z\ <  Imz > 0}and be its zeros. Then
P < T k < f ^
where
A , { r R )  = - l m l ^ £ \ o g F ( p F ^ )
B? Q d B \ .
R em ark : If F  is analytic for \z\ > p, Imz > 0, the quantity Ap{F, R) is 
bounded for R > p and, as R  —> oo, we have the limit
A ,{ f \ a=) = Im I ^  £  log F(pe“ ) ^ d e \ .
We will also use the following formula for a harmonic function in a half­
disk which is called the Nevanlinna’s formula.
T H E O R E M  2.9. Let u be a function harmonic in the half-disk ;r= {r ; 
\z\ < R ^lm z > 0} and continuous in its closure. Then
u
1 [^ ( [t{  ^ -  r^)ARr su\0sm ip\(") = s  y„ ( — I “(* )'«'
r sin
7T
R (  1
'-\Re^o_z\i )
IF '
R \ \ t - z \ ^  \ R ^ - t z \ \
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u{t)dt, z — re “^  E Dfi.
2.5 Com pactness principle for harmonic 
functions
Recall that a family of analytic or harmonic functions in a region is said to 
be normal if every sequence contains a subsequence that converges uniformly 
on every compact set E  C ih
VVe have the following well-known compactness principle for analytic func­
tions.
T H E O R E M  2.10. A family F of analytic functions in a region ii is normal 
if and only if the functions in F are uniformly bounded on every compact 
subset E of it.
The following analogue theorem for harmonic functions is an immediate 
corollary of the previous one.
T H E O R E M  2.11. Let LI be a simply connected region. A family F  of 
harmonic functions in LI is normal if and only if the functions in / '’ are 
uniformly bounded on every compact subset E of LI.
16
Chapter 3
R epresentation of a function  
harm onic in the upper 
half-plane
T H E O R E M  2. Let u he a function harmonic in C_|_ and satisfy the following 
condition:
There exists an II > 0 such that
sup |u(i +  z.s)|
0<6'</7 -^OO 1 + t^
dt < oo. (3.1)
Then u admits the representation
/oo F{x -  t, y)di/{t) + U{z), z = x + iy
- OO
where v is a Borel measure on R satisfying
d\iy\{t)
r 1 + F
<  oo (3.2)
and U is a Junction harmonic in C satisfying U{x) = 0, x G
17
Proof: Consider the following family of measures on
/ 1-|\ f  “l· *^5)
then
cr.J :=  a.
_  r°° |u(i
~ 7-00 ~T
t +  zs)|
+ t^ dt < M,
where M is a constant not depending on s.
These measures can also be considered as measures on R  :=  R  U {00} 
( one-point compactification of R) assuming (Ts({oo}) = 0.
Then the family {<7*} belongs to some closed ball of the space of finite 
measures on R. The space is the dual one for the space (7(R) consisting of 
all functions /(æ), continuous on R and having limi;_oo f{x)  G R.
Since a closed ball of a dual space is weak* compact, from each sequence 
{<Xsk} of family {cTj), we can extract a subsequence } such that
where a is a finite measure on R. That is, for any /  G C'(R), we have
i~fit)d<7,, { t ) -^  Lf{t )da(t )  as j  
J u   ^ J r  '
. 00.
Putting
f{t) = (1 + f ) P { x  -  t,y)  
for fixed .T, 1/ G R, y > 0, we get
L f{t)das^ (t) -  i  P{x -  t,tj)u{t + isk^)dt
j R   ^ J — OO
i f { t )dcr{ t )= (  P { x P ) d c r { t ) - \ - - a { { o o ] )
JR J - 0 0  7T
as j  00.
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Let us set dv{t^ — We have showed that for any sequence
{•Sfc}, 0 < Sk < //, there exists a subsequence {si,j} such that
/ 00 pooP { x - t , y ) u { l  + isk ^ )d t^  P{x- t , y )d i / { t )  + ay, (3.3)
-CX) J — 00
where i/ is a Borel measure on R  satisfying (3.2) and a  is a constant.
Now let us set for 0 < s < H,
/ 00 P{x - t , y ) u { t  + is)dt, z = x + i y e C + .  (3.4)-00
By Theorem 2.2, Us is harmonic in C+ and continuous in CjT, if we define 
Us{t) =  0, t e R .  By the symmetry principle it can be harmonically extended
into C and satisfies the following condition:
Us{z) = -Us{z), zec. (3.5)
Consider the family of harmonic functions {Us : 0 < s < H/2}.  Let us 
show that it is uniformly bounded in the rectangle
n«,// = {z : jRe^l < R, |Im^| < H / i }
for any fixed R > 0.
First we have to prove that L
r«> \Us(x + iy)\ , _  „ . . . H
7 - 0 0  1
dx < C for |j/l <
+ x^ -  -  2 (3.6)
By (3.5), it suffices to prove (3.6) only for 0 < ?/ < H¡2. 
From (3.4) we have
\U^{x + |u(x + iy +
J-y, 1 + ~ J-r .........1 “f· X
+  /  { /  P{x  -  +  '¿5)|dA  ^  = : /1 +  /2.
J -0 0  U -0 0  J 1 +
' Here and in what follows the letter C or maybe C with subscripts denotes the various 
positive constants
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By the condition (3.1), /j is bounded by some constant which does not 
depend on y and s. Let us show that I2 is also bounded by some constant 
which does not depend on y and s.
By Fubini’s theorem we can change the order of integration, and get
/ 00 \ u { t
-00
+ * )^l P { . ^ - t , y ) ·  -
dx
+
dt.
A standard calculation shows that
/ 00 P{x - t , y ) · -
-00 i
dx y + 1
and hence
I2
+ X2 t ' ^^ (y  + l)2’
[t +  is) I
(3.7)
=  (» + ! ) / 00 P + {y + 1)2
u{i +  *-s)|
where (7 is a constant not depending on s. This implies (3.6).
By the arithmetic mean property of a harmonic function, we have
^■W = £ / I  , 'W ndri .  ( = i + ·-;.TT p  J  J\^ — z\<p
Choosing p =  i//4 , we get
< — J l  / ( I7Tp2 J J \C -z \< p  1 +  £2
<
JJ\ -z\<p'   ^ ' l + C
x p ^  J - H / ' l  [ J -
< e . (k | + (ff/2 ))^
i + e
where (7 is a constant not depending on s.
By (3.8), we conclude that the family {f/, : 0 < s < 11/2} is uniformly 
bounded in each rectangle XIr h^ - Hence, by the compactness principle for
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harmonic functions (Theorem 2.11, p.l6), from any sequence {.sa·}, we can 
extract a subsequence { }, such that . } is uniformly convergent on any
compact subsets of {z : |Im z| < HU).
Now let {a'A;}, 0 < .-Sfc < ///2 , be a sequence tending to 0. Let U be the 
function harmonic in [z : jlm^j < ///4} to which Ua^ .. converges uniformly 
on compact subsets of {z : |Im A < /f/4}, for some subsequence of
{sfc}. Choose a subsequence{sfc^^} of as we did in (3.3), such that
/ o o  rooP{x- t ,y )u{ t - \ - i sk . )d l  ^  /  P{x -  t-, y)dv{t) + mj,-OO J —oo
where ¡/ is & Borel measure on R satisfying (3.2) and o; is a constant.
In the formula (3.4) we put Sk^  ^ instead of s, and let / —> oo. We get.
/OO P{x — t,y)diy{i) — ay, 0 < y < HjA. (3.9)
Consider the function
P{x — t, y)di/{t) — ay, z — X + iy ^ C+.
- OO
Evidently, V  is harmonic in C+. Since Us{x) = 0, .-r € R, we have 
/7(x·) =  0, X € R. Therefore V  is continuous in C+ if we define V{x) — 0, 
X G R. By symmetry principle V can be extended to the function harmonic 
in the whole complex plane C . Together (3.9) this shows that V is the har­
monic extension of U in C. With this extension (3.9) is valid for G C+. If 
we redenote U(z) -|- ay by U, we get the desired representation for u. □
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C hapter 4
E stim ates for m eans o f Poisson  
integrals and Blaschke products
LEMMA 1. Let B[z) he a Blaschke product, then
Proof: Let {zn} Le the zeros of B(z). Without loss of generaJity we can 
assume i ^  {zn}· We write B in the form B = B\ ■ B 2 where
\|i„|<i "rt ^   ^ ~ ~
B2(z) = n cl + i\
^n|>i +1
1
A
and A is chosen to make B2{0) = 1.
First consider B\{z). Evidently, B]{z) is analytic in {z : \z\ > 1} and 
lim,_,,x, \B\{z)\ -  A.
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Now put for 0 < /i < 1/2
Hence, we get
oo. (4.1)
Evidently, B^^ is analytic in {z : Imz > 0}. Applying Carlernan’s 
formula (Theorem 2.8, p.l5) to B^^  in the region {z : h <\z\ < r, Imz > 0}, 
we have
'  1 W,h\ sin6»fc /i =  — /  log |£?|^^(re‘^ )| sini?£/6·ITT Jo
? ( N+A,{B^,^>,r),
where ak,h = \«'k,h\e·^ ^^ ·'' are the zeros of B 2 '‘\ z )  in C+ and
1 r/l»(Bf>,r) = -Im — /'logB™(Ae") /ie‘® e-  dOh
-Im  I ^  ^  log + ih)
- i O '
h
dd  ^ .(4.2)
Since the term in the left hand side is nonnegative and the second term 
in the right hand side is non-positive, we have
] /'7T 1 1 /•TT I
— / l^g  ^—¡71-------7777—77%r Jo |i?2  ^ (^c'^)l TTr Jo iB'zire^^ + ih)\
sin OdO
(4.3)
Since B 2 is analytic in | ^ l<  1/2 and 7 2^(0) = f, we have the power series 
expan.sion;
B 2(z) = i-h cz  + O d^f) for |z| < 1/2.
2.3
+  i h )  -  1 +  c h e ^ ^  +  c i h  +  0 { h ' ^ ) ,  h  ^  0 .
U s i n g  t h e  p o w e r  s e r i e s  e x p a n s i o n  f o r  l o g ( l  +  z )  =  z  -  ^  -j-------- , w e  o b t a i n
l o g  B 2 { h e ' ^  +  i h )  =  c h e ' ^  +  c i h  +  - >  0 .  ( 4 . 4 )
I f  w e  s u b s t i t u t e  ( 4 . 4 )  i n t o  ( 4 . 2 ) ,  w e  g e t
A h { B ^ 2 \ r )  =  - \ m ^ ^  j \ - c - i c c ~ ' ^ +  0 { h ) ] d 6 ^
Hence, for h is small enough, we have
I r n  c  ^ ,
·—  h 0{h)^ It —> 0,
w h i c h  i m p l i e s
П ш л ,(в ? '.г )  = - i l i i  = _ M £ i M  < B M ,h->o 2 > ; 2 2 “ 2 ( 4 . 5 )
N o w ,  a p p l y i n g  F a t o u ’s  l e m m a ,  w e  o b t a i n
~  I Ц  /  Д. I s i n  O d O  <ТГГ Jo
1
l i m i n f —  /  l o g  
7ГГ J o \B2{re^^ + г/г) I 
P u t t i n g  ( 4 . 3 ) , ( 4 . 5 )  a n d  ( 4 . 6 )  t o g e t h e r ,  w e  g e t
7ГГ J o  \ п 2 { г е ^ ^ ) \  Z
a n d ,  h e n c e
s \ n  O d O .  ( 4 . 6 )
ГТТ
/  log^Jo |H2(re‘^ )|
s i n  9 d 0  =  0 ( r ) , r  — >■ o o . (4.7)
So,
/  log^ i n / —— smOdO =  /  log'*'77—— .. — 7-7 sin t/di/
Уо |.5(re*^)| Jo \B\{re'-^)B2{re'^)\
rn ]
-  /  in ( iJ o  \ B \ { r e '
+
|i?i(re''’)|
1
Щ ^ \
s i n  O d O
f  l o g · ^  I p  /  o . .  s i n  O d O .  Jo \B2\rf
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Using (4.1), and (4.7), we get.
LEMMA 2. Let f  be a Poisson integral of measure, i.e.
/oo P{x -  t, y)dv{t), z = X  + iy eC+,
■ OO
where v is a Borel measure on K. satisfying (3.2).
Then,
f  \ f  {re‘^ )\sin 0dO = 0{r), r o o .Jo
Proof: We have by the definition of /  that:
f{rP')  =
Hence
l/('■e·")l <
and
r \f{rP^]
Jo
sin OdO <
rsinO f'OO dp[t)
7T J- ,..2"(X) / +  — 2rt cos 9
rsinO .roo d\u\{t)
7T J — OQ / B — 2rt cos 9
r sin^9 j r  d\iy\{t)
Jo TV 1l-rx> r'  ^+ ~ 2ri de.
By Fubini’s theorem, we can change the order of integration and get:
sirU 0
r \ f { r e ‘^ )\sinOdO<~ r  r  -
Jo 7T 7 - 0 0  Jo r^ P t'^  — 2rt cos 0
d9}d\u\{t). (4.8)
A standard calculation shows that
f -Jo
sin'·^  0d9
+ t'^  — 2rt cos 9
for M < r-
for \t\ > r
(4.9)
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d\i^\{t)  ^ _ f  (¿|i/|(i)
Substituting this into (4.8), we get (assuming r > 1);
/  \f{re^^)\sm6d0 < r [  
Jo J\t|i|<r 2r^
d\i^\{t)
< r [  - M i i  +  r /  -
+ r I
J\t|i|>r
d\i/\{t)
and hence
r | / ( r e “' ) | s i n i ? d 0 < r  / ° °  ^ W i ^  =  0 ( r ) ,  r - > o o .  □  
Jo J-oo 1 +
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Chapter 5
Factorization in Hardy and  
N evanlinna classes
T H E O R E M  1. Let o, function /i ^  0 belong to the Nevanlinna class. Sup­
pose that h = gxg2 where the functions g\ and g2 are analytic in and 
satisfy the following conditions:
I) There exists a sequence |  cx) such that
j  log+ sin OdO < ex\i{o{Rk)).
Jo
II) There exists an H > 0 such that 
r=o log+ \g,{^ t + is)\
i :
sup I
0 < s < / 7  d-oo i  +  t^
dt < oo, j  = 1,2.
Then Qj belongs to the Nevanlinna class, j  = 1,2,
Since J-P{C+) is contained in the Nevanlinna clciss for each p, 0 < p < oo, 
we get the following corollary immediately.
CO RO LLA RY  1. Let a function h ^  0 belong to //^(C+) for some p,
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0 < p < cx). Suppose that h = gig<2 where the functions gi and g2 satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem, 1. Then gj belongs to the Nevanlinna class, j  = 1,2.
COROLLARY 2. Let h ^  0 belongs to //°^(C-f-). Assume that h = g\g2 
where gi and g2 are analytic in C^ . and satisfying the conditions:
I) There is a sequence r^ 'I oo such that
f  log“^ \gi{re‘' )^\ sin OdO < exp{o(r)}, r = t  oo.
Jo
II') There is an 77 > 0 sxLch that
sup{|5ri(^)| + \g2[z)\ : 0 < \m z  < H) < oo.
Then there are real constants kj such that G j  = 1,2.
We will derive this corollary after proving Theorem 1.
P ro o f of T heorem  1: By Corollary 2.1 of Theorem 2.5, p.l3 the zeros 
of h satisfy the Blaschke condition. Therefore the zeros of g, and g-2 also 
satisfy this condition.
Denote by B, the Blaschke product corresponding to the zeros of g,. The 
function
/ : = ^  ( 5 . 1 )
is analytic and non-vanishing in C+. So log |/ |  is harmonic in C+.
Let us show that this function satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2, that
IS
/:
°° \^Og\f{t + is]
I  r , , 2
0 < s < H  J - o o  L +
-dt < oo. (5.2)
/
We have
^ I log l/(^ +
oo i  r
-dt
^ o g \ g i { t ^  |log|L?i(f +
J — c1 +¿2
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1 + ¿2
Further,
r°° I log |5ii(i +  Z5)/·- Iff] 
7-00 1
dt
+ 1^
and
log+ \l/gi(t  + ¿5)1
^ Iog~^ |«7i(t + i5)|^^   ^ r<^  log+|l/^i(i+ ¿5)1
J —oo 1 +  ¿2 J _  oo
/: 1 +¿2 dt =  f log'*’ \92{t + is)fh{t + ¿5)1
1 + ¿2 dt,
1 + P
< - £ 1 +¿2
So, combining all these together, we get
dt
oo°° log^ \92[t +  ¿5)j^^ ^  p  log+ \ l lh{t  + is),^^
1 +¿2
r
log l/(^ +  ■^s) 
1 + ¿2 -dt
^  /·“  log" h
-  7-00 i
g · ^ 15-1 (¿  +  ¿5)1
+ ¿2 dt + /:
log+ |l//t(t + ¿5)1^^  /-°° |log|-Bi(t + ¿5)
1 + ¿2 7-00 1 + ¿2
°° Iog+ \g2{t + ¿5)1
1 +¿2 dt
-dt.
Now, by condition II) and Corollary 2.2 (see, p.l4) we get (5.2). 
Applying Theorem 2 to the function u — log |/ | ,  we get the following 
representation:
/ 00 F(x -  t, y)dv{t) + C/(2:), =  .x- + ¿7/ G C+, (5.3)
-00
where U{z) is harmonic in C and U{x) =  0, a; G IR, and u is a. Borel measure 
satisfying (3.2). Note that both U and u cire real-valued in (5.3) because 
u = log | / |  is real-valued.
Now put
v-(.) -  « p  { ^  -  r r ? }  "■ (s·“)
Evidently, ij) is a function analytic in C+. Moreover
/ 00 P{x -  t,y)dv{t)
-00
/ 00 P{x — t, y)dv^{t)
-00
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This implies that log l'i/’(^)| has a positive harmonic majorant in 
By (5.3), we have for ¿r G C+,
U (z) = log m
ip{z) = log
Put
G{z) :=ilog
Bi(z)i;{z)
, Irn2 > 0.
................... .
Evidently, G is a function analytic in C+ and ImG(2:) = U{z)^ z G C_|.. 
Since Irn G can be extended to the harmonic function U in the whole complex 
plane C, G can be analytically extended to the entire function, which we shall 
also denote by G.
Let us show that there exists a sequence {r^ :} |  oo such that
|G(z)| < exp{o(rj)}, | z |= r ( ; to o . (5.6)
For z E C+,
Im G[z) = log .91 (^)
Bx{zM z)
< log"^  |yi(^)| + log··
\B,{z) + |iog|V’(^ )ll,
which implies
(lmG(2r))+ < log+ \gi{z)\ + log^
1
+ I log 10(2)11, z EC+. (5.7)m z ) \
Let us apply Nevanlinna’s formula (Theorem 2.9, p.l5) to u =  ImG, 
z = R — Rk > 2 where Rk is taken from the condition I) of Theorem 1. 
Taking into account tha.t Im G(i) = 0 for i G R, we have
1 G r  .;«x {Rk^ -  \ . ) i Rk  sin 9lmG{z) = f  nmGiRkC^^)  .
ZTT Jo \Rk(i — *[ i^RkeJ  ^+ i\'^
d9.
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We write Im6r as (Im G')"'· — (Im (7) and get
1 r , .  [ R k ^ - l ) ^ R k s m e
2TT \Rk^^ - iY \Rk t '^
dOnim G iR ke^^) ) -
Jo
= -ImG(?;) + ^  n i m G { R k e ^ ^ ) y ~  d9.
2TrJo^  ^ ” \RkeJ  ^ -  i\^\Rke^o ^  i\2
Therefore multiplying the both sides of the above equation by we
have
1 r
HlrnGiRke^^))
J O
{Rk^ -  O^Rk^mO
\Rkt^^ -  i\^\Rkt^^ + i\^
dO (5.8)
T '\ D I  ^ /^ /r r (^ t> í^ ^^ + 1)4./?A; sin 0^ - l m G ( . )  R ,  + - I  {Im G(R,e ))
\Rke^^ -  t\^\Rkt^^ +
Since we assumed Rk > 2, the following inequalities hold
< /fifc -  1 < and ^  < \RkJ^ ±  i\  ^ < AR\,
and so
•^ · /1 ^  { R j  -  l ) ^ R j  ^  CA ■ n— smi> < 7——rj----m r ;— ~a----rrr < 64 sin 0.16 \Rke-^^  — i\^\Rk€·^^-\-lY
3
Substituting the previous inequalities into (5.8), we get
32 r ./’7T V) /*7T
/  {lmG{Rke^^))~ s’m0d9<—lmG{i)-Rk-\---- /  (\mG {Rke'^))'^ s'mOdO,Jo 7T Jo
or, in other words,
i i l m  G{Rke^^)- sin ed6 < ■ Rk + C2 i [ I m  G{Rke'^))+ sin OdO, (5.9)
Jo Jo
where 6h and C2 are positive constants not depending on k.
Let us estimate
r( lm G (RkJ^)ys \n0dO .
Jo
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By (5.7) we have
[  {lmG{Rke^^))'^ sin 6dO 
Jo
^  \g\{Rk(^'^)\ sin 6dO-\-J 0
+ T log^-____ ^
0^ ® \B,{R{ ke^^)\
sin 9d9 +
+ /  |log|^(/ifce‘'^)||sinöi/6'. (5.10)»/ 0
Using the condition I) and the results of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 of chapter 
4 in (5.10), we get
I  { l m G { R k e ' ^ ) y  sin 9 d9 <  e x p { o { Rk ) ) .  (5.11)
Putting (5.9) and (5.11) together, we get
/  (Irii G’(/?fc6* )^)~ sin ildö < exp(o(7?^))
J  0
and hence
i  \lm G{Rke^^) \s in 9d9 < e x p { o { Rk ) )  . (5.12)
*/ 0
Applying Nevanlinna’s formula (Theorem 2.9, p.l5) once more, with 
u = Im G,  R  = Rk > 2 and 2: =  i?fce"^/2 6 we have
d9
and so
|lmG(2r)| < L  r \ i m G { R k e ‘^)\^
7^T J0 
12
^Ri  sin 9
Rl Rl__&.__k.
4  4
d9
= — r  \hnG{Rke'^)\sin9d9.
7T J o
By (5.12) and symmetry, we obtain
|lmG(2:)| < exp(o(/?fc)), for \z\ = Rk/2.
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Applying the Schwarz formula
G{z) -  (¿0 + ReG(O)
with R  =  Rk/2, \z\ = Rk/^i^ we have
\G{z)\ < |ImG(i?e*‘’)K^ + |ReG'(0)|
whence we make sure that (5.6) is fulfilled for = Rk!^·
Let us show that
/■°° |ImG(i + ¿s)| ,
—^ r i . 2  <-H<h<h J-oo 1 + r·^ oo
where / /  > 0 is taken from the condition II). 
We have for 0 < Irn z < H
ImG(^) = log 9i{^)
Bi{z)i^{z)
< log+15^ 1(2;)I + log+— ^ ^+ log·*
m ^ ) \
and
— ImG(z) = log
9i{z) — log
Bi{z)i}{z)g2{z)
h{z)
log+ \i)\z)\ + log+ \92{z)\ +  log+
\h{z)[
Hence
|ImG'(z)| < log+|^i (2t)| + log+|i72(^)| + log+
B,{z)\
+ log·*
W ) \
+ |log|i/>(2:)||.
(5.13)
The inequality (5.13) is now an immediate consequence of condition II) 
and Corollary 2.2 of Theorem 2.7, p.l4.
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Let us prove that
\G(z)\ = |2 |-» oo, \ lm z\<  Hji . (5 14)
By harmonicity of the function Im(7, we have for |Im A < 3 ///4 , 
p — H/A that,
|imG(^)| < - ^ J l  \lmG{t + i.‘i)\dtds
T V P  J  J  ]^t-\-is — z \ < p
l +  (|z| +  p)2 [ f  |ImG(i +  i5)<
<
TCp‘  1 is—z\<p 1 ~h
1 + (1^ 1 + p f  i  |Im(7(i + i5)|
J—H \Jrgz—p
dtds 
dt ds.'7TP^ y»/Re /? 1 -f-
The last integral tends to 0 as Rez — oo because from (5.13) it follows
that
r l l  / roo  |inn(-
J—H yJ—OO 1
\lmG{t + is)\
+ t^
dt] ds < oo.
Hence
|IrriG(z)| =. o(l^l^), \z\ —> oo, |Imz| < 3///4.
By the Schwarz formula,
1?{2 + 0  =  ^ y _ ^  lmG{2 + pe‘'^ )f^ —7^^~d0 + ReG(2), |( | < p.
(5.15)
ppl6 _  ^
Differentiating this equality with respect to (  and putting = 0, we 
obtain
G \z)  = -  r  \mG{z + ,
TV J —7T 0
-dd. (5.16)
Using (5.15), we obtain \G'{z)\ = o(|2p), z ^  oo, |Ini2:| < ///2 . Inte­
grating it with respect to z, we get (5.14).
Let us complete the proof of the theorem.
From (5.6) and (5.14) we conclude by virtue of the Phragmen-Lindelof 
principle and Liouville theorem that the function G is a polynomial of a
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degree not higher than 2. Since ImG'(<) = 0 for t G R, the coefficients of the 
polynomial are real. Thus, G{z) -  az'  ^+ bz + c where a, 6,c G R, whence 
+  ¿s) =  2ats + bs. It follows from (5.13) that a = 0. We see from 
(5.5) that
gi{z) =  .Si(z)V>(2)e"'('’^ +‘=) , z eC+,
and
iog|<7il =  iog|.ei| + iog|0| + i!>?/
< log |v>| + b^y
where 6+ = max(6,0).
Since log |i/’| has a positive harmonic majorant in C+ we conclude that 
log |,9i| has positive harmonic majorant, that is gi belongs to the Nevanlinna 
class.
Since h and gi are functions of the Nevanlinna class, by Theorem 2.5 
( p.l3) and its Corollary 2.1, we can write h and gi in the form
I D D
1j 2 (j 2
where B  and B\ are Blaschke products formed by zeros of h and gi re­
spectively, Hj,Gj  are analytic arid non-vanishing in C4. such that \Hj\ < 1, 
\Gj\ < 1. Then g2 is in the form
_  h _  B  ihG2 
g , ~  B , '  II2G, ·
Note that B 2 B / Bi is the Blaschke product formed by zeros of 2^
and therefore B2 is analytic in C+ and \B2\ < 1. Putting F\ ;= B 2H 1 G2 
and F2 H2G1 , we write g2 — F1/F 2 where Fj's are analytic in C+ and
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\^i\ < 1 J = 1)2, /^ 2 7^  0. Hence by Theorem 2.5 (see, p.l3) g2 belongs to 
the Nevanlinna class. □
Proof of Corollary 2: Clearly h,gx and g  ^ satisfy the conditions of The­
orem 1. Then according to the Theorem 1, gi and g2 belong to the Nevanlinna 
class. By Theorem 2.6 (see, p.l4) gj has the following representation
i tz
(5.17)
/ - O O  ( i  -  ^ ) ( 1  - b  ¿ 2 )
where Bj is a Blaschke product, aj and bj are real constants and i/j is a 
real-valued Borel measure satisfying the condition
r  d\u,\{t)
/ - » T T e  •’ = *'2·
I claim that ^ //«>(C^.) for any fixed e > 0. Evidently, this
function is bounded in {2 : 0 < Im^r < //}  by the condition 2'. By (5.17) for 
y > H and any fixed > 1 we have
\gj{z)e ‘“^ 1^ < e x p j^ y ^
< exp i  dvj' (t) + -  f  
[iry J-N ■' IT J\t
1
du^{t)
00 {X  -  t y  - f  i/2 j
2B du^{t)"\
|i|> A f {x — t)'^  - f  J/2 1 - j. ¿2 j
< exp / yv + 2(a;2 -b j/2) diffJ[t\>N 1 -b ^TtH  J-N  ^ Try \t\    ¿2 j ’
Since N  can be taken arbitrarily large, we get
z = X iy.
1.9,( i)» -“ '· ,o(b 00 , \ m z >  H.
and
|y,(z)e-'“^ |^ = 1^1 ^  00, |7t/2 -  arg;^| < tt/4. (5.18)
Evidently, |yj(2r)e“‘f“-»“d2| — |2r| -^ 0 0 , \ m z  > H. By (5.18)
and condition 2' it is bounded on the boundary of the regions {z : Rez >
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o, Im z >  H ], {z : K ez <  O, Im >  //}. Applying the Phragmen-Lindelöf 
principle to the function in these regions we conclude that it
is bounded in {z  : Im z >  1 1 }  and therefore it is bounded in C+. □
Now let us consider some examples related to the sharpness of Theorem 1 . 
E x a m p le  1 : Consider the functions gi{z) — exp(cosz), g2{z) =  exp(—cosz). 
Evidently, these functions satisfy condition I) with 0 {r)  instead of 0(7·), sat­
isfy II) and satisfy gig2 =  1 G //“ (C+). Nevertheless, neither gi nor g2 
belongs to the Nevanlinna class. Indeed, if /  is a function belonging to the 
Nevanlinna class, then by representation (5.17) and similar estimation as in 
the proof of Corollary 2 (cf. (5.18)), we have
log+ |/(z)| < ky +  o(|z|), |z| 00 , |7t/2 -  argz| <  7t/4 .
But, in our case log'*' İ5'i (7t/)| =  {eJ -h e“ ^)/2 does not satisfy the above 
inequality. This shows that gi does not belong to the Nevanlinna class. 
Hence g2 does not belong to the Nevanlinna class. This example shows that 
the condition I) cannot be weakened replacing o(r) by 0{r).
The following example shows that the condition II) in Theorem 1 cannot 
be weakened by replacing it with
roo log+ + is)|
3 1 1  >  0 , sup
0< 5< H  J -0 0f -dt < 00 , j  =  1 , 2 ,1 +
for some o; >  2 .
E x a m p le  2 : Consider the functions <71 (z) =  exp{iz^}, g2{z) =  e xp {—■¿z'^ }. 
Since log|^i(t -|- fs)| =  —2ts, log|^2 (^  +  ¿•i*)! =  2 is , they satisfy the above 
condition. The condition I) of Theorem 1 and 91^2 =  1 G //°°(C +) are also 
satisfied. Nevertheless, neither g\ nor 92 belongs to the Nevarilinna class by 
the same reason as in the Example 1, now it is enough to look the growth of
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k ıl and log+ kal on the rays (z : argz =  37t/ 4} and {z : a,rgz =  tt/ 4} 
respectively.
The condition I) of Theorem 1 touches only one of functions çt, g2 . But 
it is impossible to change the condition II) in a similar way as the following 
example shows.
E x a m p le  3 : Consider the functions g\{z) =  exp{z^}, g2{z) =  c x p {—2:^}. 
Clearly gi and ,92 satisfy the condition I) and satisfy 9^92 == 1 G H°°(C+) 
and 92 satisfy condition II) but
fI JOO
log+ |9ı(i + is)|
sup / ------ ------------—at =  00 .
0 < A < O O  00 l + i 2
In this case, we see by the same reason as in the previous examples that 
neither 91 nor 92 belong to the Nevanlinna class.
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C hapter 6
G eneralized representation o f a 
function harmonic in the upper 
half-plane
T H E O R E M  4. Let h he a function harmonic in C^ _ and satisfy the following 
condition:
There exist a  >  0 and H > 0 such that
|/г(í +rsup / , —^
J~oo 10<.s< //«>'-00 i +  |i|^ '
Then h admits the representation
1
-dt <  00 .
‘where
i
h{z) = -  Pg{z,t)di/{t) + U{z), z ^ x  + tx jec+ ,  
TV J-<^
P , { z , t ) ^ [ m  I 7 , =
(1 -t- P Y {t -  z) 
u is a Borel measure on R  satisfying
d\u\{t)/·'» a
7-00 r
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<  00
(6.1)
( 6.2 )
(6..3)
and U is a function harmonic in C  satisfying U{x) =  0, cc G R .
Proof: The proof is based on the same ideas as the proof of Theorem 2, 
but some new things appear because the kernel Pq{z,t) is more complicated 
than the Poisson kernel.
Consider the following family of measures on R ;
h{t +  is)
+  \t\-
■ dt, 0 <  s < H.
Then
r°° \fi\
7-00 1
h{t +  ¿s)|
+
dt <  M,
where M  is a constant not depending on s.
The family { cTs} belong to some closed ball of the space of finite measures 
on R . The space is the dual one for the space C'o(R) consisting of all functions 
/(.x), continuous on R  and having lima,._*oo f { x)  =  0.
Since the closed balls of dual spaces are weak* compact, from each se­
quence {(Jsfc} of fa.mily {<7s} we can extract a subsequence } such that
f^c. a
where cr is a finite measure on R . That is for any /  G C'o(R), we have
roo ffyo
J  oo  ^ J —oo
as j  > oo.
Set f [ t)  =  (1 -f |¿|")/d,(z, i), for fixed 2;. Since, for |f| large enough
\i +  tz\>
1/(01 < (1 + 10“) {\ + P Y \ t - Z
< a q,z <
r
-  [ f lq + l-a 0 as (i| —> 00 ,
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we have /  6 C'o(K) and
/ 00 I poof{t)das^^ (t) = -  h{t +  isk^)Pq{z, t)dt
/ 00 poof{t)da{t) = -  (1 +  m P . i z ,  t)da{t) as j  ^  00. (6.4)
-00 7T J — 00
Let us set di/(i) = (l + |i|")dcr(i). We have showed that: For each sequence 
(sfc), 0 < s < / /, there exists a subsequence such that
1 /'oo 1 /•°°
-  h{t + i s k j ) P g { z , t ) d t ^ -  Pg(z,t)di/{t), i -> 00, (6.5)
7T J -0 0  TT J-co
where z/ is a Borel measure satisfying (6.3).
Now let us set ior 0 < s < H
Us
1
(^ z) := li{z + ^5)-----/ h{t + is)P(j{z^ t)dt.
7T 7 - 0 0
(6.6)
By the following lemma, whose proof we postpone to the end of this 
chapter, Ug is harmonic in C4. and continuous in C+ if we define Us{x) — 0,
X  e  R .
LEM M A  3. Let f  be a function continuous on R and satisfying the condi­
tion:
\ m \
Then the function
1
^(^) =  -  / f{t)Ug(z,t)dt, z =  x - { - i y e
7T J — <yo
(6.7)
Cj
is harmonic in C+ and continuous in C+ if toe put u[t) = /(i)> i € R.
By the symmetry principle Us can be harmonically extended into C and 
satisfies the following condition:
Us{z) ^ -Us{z),  z e e . (6 .8 )
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Now we consider the family of harmonic functions {Us : 0 < ,s· < ///2}. 
Let us show that it is uniformly bounded in the rectangle
lift,« ;= [z : |Re^| < /i, |Im2:| < ///4} (6.9)
for any fixed 7? > 0.
First we have to prove that 
\Us{x + iy)\f°° ( v  H
L  ^  s  T  ■
By (6.8), it suffices to prove (6.10) only for 0 < j/ < 7i/2. 
From (6.6) we have {z = x + iy)
(6.10)
/■°° \u 
7-00 T
Us{x +  iy)\
+ |a:|‘?+2 
+
dx °° \h{x +  i{y + s))\< n  №
“  7-00 1
dx “h+ |x-|9+2
I I I  rri^ i l l  I'·'*+
( 6 .1 1 )
Further,
/■°° \h[x
7-00 1
|/t(a: + (^y + s))| _
L
\h{x + i{y + s))\ 
1 +
dx.
Since
/J la;
\h{x + i(y + .s))| 
|<i 1 +  \x\'i+^
d x <  \h{x + i{y + s))\dx
J\x\<i
< 2 /7|x|<i
\h{x +  i{y + s))|
1 + k l“
dx,
we have
r°° \h{x 
7-00 1
\H'·  ^+  i{y + 5))| dx < 2 f
\h{x + i{y +  s))|
dt.
+ ki'i+2 ~J-oo 1 + |i |“
Since y s  < H hy the condition (6.1), we conclude that the first integral 
on the right hand side of (6.11) is bounded by some constant which does not 
do.pend on y and s.
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To show that the second integral on the right hand side of (6.11) is also 
bounded by some constant which does not depend on y and s, we need the 
following inequality;
\ p , { z , t ) \ < c . !/(i + k i r
where C is a positive constant depending only on q. 
We have
( 6 . 1 2 )
Pq{z, t) - Im I 1 _ lm{(i — z)(l + ¿2:)''}
U l + i ' ) ’( i - ^ ) j  { P p l Y \ t - z \ ^
and, for 2T =
= ^  I M {f sinA;  ^— |2^ |siri(A: — 1)^} .
h = \
Using the inequality | sin ¿6·! < A: sin 0, 0 < 6* < tt, A; 6 N, we have
|Im{(i-n(l+i^)'}| < ¿ Q | i | ‘W‘(|i|A.+ W|fc-l|)sm«
< 2 ,V ( i  + | i i r ' ( i  + W )V
Therefore
\ P ( ^ i \ \  -  | I r n { ( A - 2 ) ( l  +  i 2 r ) ^ } |
< 2q^q\2_,(i + N r ^ ( i  + W y{P + l)'?|i — zp  
(1 + 1^ 1)«!/
-  -  z|*(l + ’
(we utilized the evident inequality 1 + ¿^  > (1 T |A|)^/2) and (6.12) is shown.
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i.e.
Now let us estimate the second integral on the right hand side of (6.11),
% Loo 1 + |x|i+2 {Loo d^·
I  :=
By Fubini’s theorem
^  L o o  ^  { t t I - oo
Without loss of generality we can assume that H < 1. Then, using 
inequality (6.12), we have
dx C 1 r°° j/ (2 +  |x |)’1
7T J — oo i
<
<
__ £ 1° y ^
7T 7-00 \t — zF 1+ |x|''+2 (1 4. ry -o o |i-z P  l +  |xp+2
C 1 [°° y 1
dx
(1 + M)
Using equality (3.7), we obtain
dx
9-1 7T 7-
/ CO I^g(^/0l7-00 1 <
00 ( x  — i )2  +  i/2  I  _|_ 3 ,2
a
dx.
+ |xp+2 1 -|- |i|l+l ■
Hence
-dt.
(l + \t\y+^
By condition (6.1), we conclude that /  is bounded by a constant not 
depending on y and s. This provqs that the second integral in the right hand 
side of (6.11) is bounded by some constant which does not depend on y and 
s and hence (6.10) is true.
Now suppose |lm z| < i//4  and let p = /7/4. Since the function Us is 
harmonic, we have
^  i [  I ^^ “(Od^dy, (  = ^ + iy.
'Kp J  J\C—z\Kp
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Hence
Ws{C)\
<
n p ^  JJ\C-z\<p ' ■ ' ■ ' i  +  | ^ | 9 + 2
i + {\z \ + pY^^ / f  /  r  + *■'?)!
< C'g.H ·
TTp^
(kl +1)
+ kl g-f-2
di > dr}
q+2
Hence
\UYz)\ < C\,H ■ { R + i y + \  for \\mz\ < H/A, \Rez\ < R, 0 < s < H/2,
and this proves that the family {Us : 0 < s < H/2)  is uniformly bounded 
in (6.9) for any R  > 0. By the compactness principle for harmonic functions 
(Theorem 2.11, p.l6), we conclude that there exists a subsequence {f/s;(.} 
{sk tends to 0 as A: —> oo) uniformly convergent in each compact set in the 
strip [z : |Im ^ l<  ///4} to a function U harmonic in the strip.
We can extract a subsequence {st } from {s*} such that
1 f°°
-  h{t + isk,)Pq{z,t)dt 
7T J  — oo
- /  Rq{z,t)dir{t), j
TV v/ —oo7 7 - 0 0
for some Borel measure i/ on R satisfying (6.3). 
Consider the difFerence
1
oo,
+ iskj)---- / h{t + iskAPg{z,t)dL.d 7T 7 - 0 0
If we let y —> oo we get
1
U[z) = h [z )---- / P^{z^t)di'[t)^ 0 < Im^: < ///4 .
7T 7  — oo
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By the same reasoning as at the end of the proof of Theorem 2 (see,p.21), it 
follows that h has the desired representation. □
P ro o f of L em m a 3: Consider the following functions
1
un{z) -  f{t)Pg{z, t)dt, z = x + iy eC+, N  > Q.
TV J - N
Each Un is harmonic in C+. Using inequality (6.12), and the condition 
(6.7) one can easily show that converges to u uniformly on compact 
subsets of C+ ns N  —^ oo, which implies that u is harmonic in C+.
Now let us show that u is continuous in C+, that is
u(z) —>· /(to) ns z —>■ to, Imz > 0, to G R.
The reasonings are similar to those of the proof of Theorem 2.2 (see, p .ll). 
Choosing R — 2|foI + 1, define / r and by (2.5). Then we have
= - f  fR{t)Pq(z,t)dt + -  f  f^{t)Pg{z,t)dt
7T J-oo  7T J-oo
-■ h{z)  + l 2{z).
First let us show that
h{z)  ^  0 as z —>· ¿0·
By inequality (6.12), we have
\h{‘:)\ < C  f
j  t\
(1 + ¡z\yy
—fl/(0M^·'|i|>R \t -  z\'^{l + |i|)i- 
Since for \z — io| < (l^ ol + i)/^? \t\ > R = 2\to\ + 1, we have (2.6), we get
1/(01
/m>h (1 + |/|)’+J 
Using (6.7), we see that h^z)  —> 0 as 2: ^  io·
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dt.
To consider the integral I\[z)^ we represent it in the form
+ - [ t z - v i y
t — z
dt/ .W  =
= /1 i { ( ' dt
= : ll (z)  -  I^{z)
The integral /1(2;) is the Poisson integral of the bounded function fa  and 
converges to /ij(io) =  f{to) as z ^  to according to Theorem 2.2' ( p .ll).
To conclude that u{z) is continuous on C+, it only remains to show Ii{z) 
tend to 0 as > ¿0·
Since
t — L — z
k-l
k=0 1=0
we have
Im
+ l y  -  {tz + l y
t — z 1
, < Cq.to · y-
Therefore
< y ■ c,.^  J ‘« 1/(01
R  +  I)·?
df ^  0 as 0. □
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Chapter 7
Generalized factorization in 
H ardy and Nevanlinna classes
T H E O R E M  3. Let a function h ^  0 belong to the Nevanlinna class. Sup­
pose that h = giQ2 where the functions g\ and gz are analytic in C4. and 
satisfying the following conditions:
I) There exists a sequence |  00 such that
1 \og^ \gi{Rke^^)\s\n6dO < exp{o{Rk)).
Jo
II) There exist a  > 2, /7 > 0 such that
/•00 ]()g+ ¿5^ 1
rsup ,0 < S < H  J -00  i +
dt < 00, j  — 1,2.
Then Qj admits the following representation
g , ( 0  = B , ( 0 exp
1
'Ki J -
(1 + tzY , (7 = [«](7.1){ t - z ) { l  + ¿2)7
where Bj is the Blaschke product formed by the zeros of gj, Rj is a real 
polynomial whose degree is not greater than </ + 1, and Vj is a real-vahted
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Borel measure satisfying
L
dW\{t)
-oo 1 + ¡¿I"
< oo. (7.2)
CO RO LLA RY  . Let a function h ^  0 belongs to for some p,
0 < p < oo. Suppose that h = g\p2 where the functions g\ and g2 sat­
isfy the conditions of Theorem 3. Then gj admits the representation (7.1), 
./ = 1,2.
P ro o f  of T heorem  3: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. As in 
that proof, we note that the zeros of h, gi, g2 satisfy the Blaschke condition 
and consider the function /  defined by (5.1).
Using condition II) and Corollary 2.2 of Theorem 2.7 ( p.l4), it can be 
shown in the same manner, as we did in the proof of Theorem 2 (see, p.28-29), 
that log l/l satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.
Applying Theorem 4 to the function lo g |/|, we get the following repre­
sentation
1
log |/(z )| = - /  P^{z,t)du{t)-^U{z), z ^ x  + i y ^ C +  (7.3)
7T J — oo
where
Pg{z, t) = Im ( '·;· , q = [a],(1 + t'^Y{t -  z)
1/ is a real-valued Borel measure on IR satisfying (6.3), and U is a hmction 
harmonic in C satisfying U[x) = 0, .x € IR.
Now put
1 + tzY
{]. + p y { t - z )
du{i) >, Imsr > 0. (7.4)
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Evidently, is analytic in C4.. By (7.3) we have for 2  € C + ,
Put
U{z) = log
G{z) = Hog
i){z)
i 9i{z)
= log 9i{z)Bi{z)\l}{z)
, Imz > 0.
Evidently G is a function analytic in C+ and \mG{z) = U{z)^ z G C+. 
Since Im G can be extended to the harmonic function U in the whole complex 
plane C, G can be analytically extended to the entire function, which we shall 
also denote by G.
Further we will need the following two lemmas whose proofs we postpone 
to the end of this chapter.
L EM M A  4. Ltt f  he a function of the form
1
f{^)  = -  z = x + i y e C + ,  (7.6)
7T J — 00
where
Pq{z,t) = Im
{l + tzY
\ B  + \ Y { l - z )  j
for some q E and u is a real-valued Borel measure satisfying
d\u\{t)/ 00-06 r +1^1'/+1 < 00.
Then
f  \f{re'^)\s\nddO — r —> 00.
Jo
(7.7)
LEM M A  5. Let f  be a function of the form (7.6) xuhere v and Pq{z,t) as 
in the Lemma f.
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Then for any K  > 0
/■«> \f[x + iy)\ , 
sup / —  ^ , , / f dx < oo.
o<y<K J-oo 1 + |x|^ ·*·
Now we prove that there exists a sequence {r^} |  oo such that
\G{z)\ < exp(o(rfc)), \z\ = r* t  oo. (7.8)
in the same manner as we did (5.6) in the proof of Theorem 1 (see p.30-33). 
The only difference is that now we use Lemma 4 instead of Lemma 2 of 
Chapter 4.
Then we prove that
IlmGCi-f-is)!
sup
- H < s < H  J - o o
r°° |l
7-00
-dt < oo (7.9)
+  |1|«+“
where H > 0 \s taken from the condition II), in the same manner as we did 
(5.13) in the proof of Theorem 1 (see p.33). The only difference is that now 
we use Lemma 5 instead of Corollary 2.2 of Theorem 2.7, p.l4.
Let us prove that
|G(^)| = odzl'···“), |i |  oo, |Imz| < ///2 . (7.10)
Because of harmonicity of the function ImG we have for |Im5r| < 3/7/4, 
p =  ///4  that
\\n\G{z)\ < —^  i f  \hn G{t + is)\dtds
<
<
TT p  J  J\t-\-is—z\<p
1 + (kl +
TTp'^
|Irn G{t -f zs)
\t + is-z\<p i 4-I IJ  J\l-}-  — z
■dtds
1 + {\z\ + p)‘^ +^  |Irni7(i + is
TTp^ J-H \Jrcz- p 1 -h UB+2
5 1
From (7.9) it follows that
fH / too |ImG(t + is)
hence
|ImG(z)| = odzl®·*·^ ), |z| ^  oo, |Imz| < 3/7/4. (7.11)
Using the formula (5.16) and (7.11), we obtain that
\G'{z)\ = o(|zd+^), \z\ oo, |Irnz| < ///2 .
Integrating it with respect to z, we get (7.10).
From (7.8) and (7.10) we conclude by virtue of Phragmen-Lindelof prin­
ciple and Liouville theorem that the function (7 is a polynomial of a degree 
not higher than q + 2. Since ImC(i) =  0, t G K. , the coefficients of the 
polynomial are real. Thus G{z) = + · · ' + Oo, a/s, G IR, 0 < A: < (y + 2.
It follows from (7.9) that a, +2 =  0, that is G[z) — a,+iz’+ 4^-· · - + ao, G R. 
By (7.5) and (7.4) we have the following representation for g\
dv{^ L)
gx{z) = Bi(z)e ‘^ Wi/’(^)
= ^xp ( — r  ,  ^^y m  J-00 {t — z){l + j
Thus we have proved the theorem for g\.
Now consider the following factorization of h:
h — h ■ I
instead of <71 we put h itself and instead of (/2) 1 only. Clearly h and 1 satisfy 
the conditions I) and II). Applying the same procedure to this factorization 
we conclude that h also admits the same representation, that is:
h[z) = /?(z)e‘‘^ ^^  ^exp ( - /J-
iQ(^ ) (.vn I — / °° (
{ t - z ) { \ .  + B Y
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where /r is a real-valued Borel measure satisfying (7.2), Q is a polynomial 
with real coefficients whose degree is not greater than 9 -h 1, and B  is the 
Blaschke product formed by the zeros of h.
Since Q2 — h/gi we have
' 1  /·“  {1 + t z y
7ri J-c
(J2{z) = B 2{z)e i {Q(z ) -P i{ z ) ) exp {t -  z)[i -1- ¿2)9
where B 2 := B /B \  is the Blaschke product formed by the zeros of 92· This 
implies that 92 has also the desired representation. □
P ro o f of Lem m a 4: We have
7T J — 00
Without loss of generality we can assume r > 1. By inequality (6.12) we 
have
IP < c ________ _______________ .
 ^  ^ — 2ir cos i*)(l + |i|)^ '
Hence
J |/ ( r e ‘^ )| sin
d\p\{t)
= a,r^+
(¿ 2  -p r 2  — 2tr COS i l ) ( i  -P 1^1)''“ *
¿0
1 r   ^ i  r  -
/ -< »  (1  +  | f | ) ^ · ' [Jo r'^
sin^ 6
2 -p ¿2 — 2rt cos 0dO > d|z/|(i).
By equality (4.9) we get
< c  r '+ ‘ r
-  i-so (1 + |i|)»+‘
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which implies (7.7). □
P ro o f of L em m a 5: We have
/ °° \f{^ + iy)\1 + |x |5+2 dx /
oo 
-oo
]
 1 +  | x | î + ^  I 7T 
oo i ^ f o o  \P^z,t)\  ^ \
OO ^
\Pq{z,t)\d\v\{t)\ dx 
~ I T— I I ^l*^l(0·7T 7-00 1 + |x |9+2 J I ^
By inequality (6.12), we have for 0 < y < K
1 foo \P^{z,t)\
/ .7T 7 - 0 0  1 +  |a ; |9 + 2
i/x <
<
c„
(1 + M)^
Cq,K
-1 7T 7-
1 /·«■ {\x\+ !<)<< y
oo 1 + |a:|^+  ^ (x — i)2 + y2
1  / -OO 1  y
dx
(1 + l l^)’“* ( tt 7-00 1 + x  ^ (x — l y  + t/2 
Using equality (3.7), we get
%,/t-
dx.
i n
7T 7 - c l + |3;|g+2 -
Hence
/: l / ( ^ + *!/)!, ^  ^„  1 + 1 . |,«  i  C-’·''·- i (l + |i|)^+‘ < □
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